Rep. Trade Jobs in Verbal Duel

First Dickson Assistant Named

By Carla Capizzi

An assistant to MSC President David W. D. Dickson was chosen late last month. The president's office is still screening applications for a second assistant.

A former State University of New York (SUNY) administrator, Joseph V. Coaxum, assumed his post on Oct. 1. Coaxum and his still-to-be-named co-worker will carry on the duties formerly performed by presidential aide James Cottingham.

Coaxum had opposed his selection. These included extended unemployment compensation, revenue sharing, the Equal Rights Amendment and a $1 billion dollar bond issue for transportation, education, institutions and housing. He described Byrne as part of the "tradition of moderation and reason of past governors," and accused his opponent of being "out of step."

Wilenz charged Sandman with running a campaign based on fear, of trying to make people "mad, rather than calm," and trying to make people "hate, not understand, their neighbors." He pointed out that Republican Sen. Clifford Case had not endorsed Sandman, adding that NJ Governor William T. Cahill "hasn't said a word since" his endorsement after the primary.

He grounds his declaration by bluntly declaring that there was "something about Sandman that was unacceptable not only to Democrats but to the people of this state."

Palieri, stating that he was here to "reason and rationalize," countered by declaring that Sandman was "his own man," and "not a hand-picked candidate."

Commenting on Byrne's failure to take a stand on the death penalty issue, he claimed that Sandman "lets it like it is," with no "yoyoing, no inconsistency." In an open challenge to Byrne, he demanded, "What have you promised Meaney (George Meaney, AFL-CIO president) in return for donations he had made to Byrne's campaign."

In a question/answer session, Palieri slammed CBS-TV for being "totally unfair" in its coverage of Sandman's campaign. He also accused the Newark Star Ledger of some instances of biased treatment.

Wilenz said Byrne was "generally satisfied," with his media coverage.

PALMIERI ridiculed as "dreamland" Byrne's proposal to state-fund future gubernatorial candidates. He attacked Byrne's lack of government experience and declared that Byrne was "totally unqualified to be governor of N.J.

Wilenz countered with a rundown on Byrne's past administrative experience and commented that Byrne's mind was "still open" and that he did not make "wishy-washy" proposals for funding.
Consumer Group To Check Campus Services

By Mary E. Marban

A Consumer Action Bureau (CAB), was established on campus with the main objective of acquiring and distributing information dealing with consumer issues facing students here and in the surrounding vicinity. Annual hearings will be conducted to accommodate representatives of campus organizations and students with consumer grievances.

ACCORDING TO Linda Brandimarte, student sponsor of the bureau, the main purpose of CAB is "to investigate the different services supplied by both the SGA and the administration." She mentioned the Student Center cafes and yardstick pictures as possible projects for the group. The bureau will be funded by the SGA and placed under the jurisdiction of the Board of Control. The bureau has tentative plans to make a list of the banks in the college area offering the best deals on student loans.

"WE'RE NOT just looking for the legalities," she asserted; "we want to make sure that students get their money's worth." Commenting on student organizations, she added that the bureau "will ask that student money is now wasted, but is used for the right purpose at the right time.

The bureau, according to Brandimarte, will "go in and ask questions" when conducting an investigation (a result of student and/or group complaints). It will look into the refunding and pricing policies of the store or service concerned and make a report. Due to its limited power, the CAB is unable to institute a legal suit and is therefore unable to guarantee refunds to the student body. However, it will serve as a referral service.

"CAB is an economic, not a political organization," Brandimarte stated. She also said that the bureau will eliminate any political tendencies that may appear in its internal structure.

ITS INTERNAL government will consist of a board of 10 members (students and faculty) to coordinate the actions of the bureau. Other offices such as Project Coordinator and/or Publicity Coordinator will be established later on if needed.

Brandimarte concluded by saying that the bureau will not only show the bad but it will also show the good of an establishment or service.

Need A Ride?

The Council on Commuter Affairs has accumulated this list of rides. All students interested in either getting or giving a ride should contact the council office on the fourth floor of the Student Center.

Willing to Give a Ride

Bloomfield
22nd SL
10 to 4 p.m.
8 to 7 p.m.

Cranford
Cranford

Morristown
Paterson

Union Ave
5th to 6th St

West Orange
Broad St
Pennsylvania Ave
1st Ave

Newark
1st Ave

Elizabeth
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M O V I E S. "A Thief in the Night," sponsored by EOZ (One Way),
7-30 pm, meeting room, fourth floor, Student Center.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 7

DISCUSSION. "Career Planning and Placement, What It’s All
About," sponsored by the Women’s Center, noon, Women’s Center,
Life Hall.

LECTURE/DISCUSSION. Sponsored by Sociology Club, 7 pm,
Rush Hall Lounge.

CATA/CORB. Sponsored by CLUB, 8 pm, Life Hall Cafeteria.
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At their Tuesday meeting, the SGA legislators debated a proposal to eliminate the 30% quota of the student body required to vote in a campus-wide election in order for the results to be valid. The referendum has repeatedly failed in recent years because of a failure to muster the required 30% in the elections. In the last SGA elections, three referendums were on the ballot including one which proposed that the voting percentage be lowered from 30% to 15%. The other referendums in that election involved changing the required sum for SGA executive office from 2.5 to 2.0 and questioning whether the class organization's studios should continue to be funded. The results of all these referendums were negated due to a poor voter turnout. In an earlier SGA election the proposal was made to form an MCG chapter of the Public Research Interest Group (PRIG). Although the referendum received approval by those who voted, this too was ruled invalid because less than 30% of the students voted in the election.

Representative Bob Reardon, sponsor of the bill, told the legislators that "we haven't been able to get the required majority in the elections." He stated that the SGA had fulfilled its obligation in "brining the vote to the people" and should not suffer because of a lack of student interest. Argument arose when SGA President Anders Gennero proposed that the percentage be lowered to 10% rather than being eliminated. Tom Barrett, SGA vice president estimated the percentage to be approximately 100 students.

REPUBLIC Silverman agreed with Gennero's proposal, saying that "in elimination of the percentage would create an "elite group" making the decision for the whole student body.

Fred Jenny, history department rep, countered this by pointing out that no voting percentage is required in the SGA executive office elections. The discussion ended when Barrett ruled that the bill must be voted on for a week in order for students to become familiar with the proposed constitution change. Gennero withdrew his amendment establishing a minimum percentage shortly before the ruling was made.

COMMUTER COUNCIL
Backs Truck Purchase

"The administration will have to do something for the students," remarked Fred Jenny of the Council on Commuter affairs. The council has proposed to the college several possible means of alleviating the traffic problems on campus. According to Jenny, one of the major efforts of the council is directed towards persuading the college administration to purchase a tow truck. "Students are not being as responsible as they should be," Jenny stated, explaining that cars must be towed when they are parked on campus streets and present fire hazards. He feels, however, that the towing fee would be less if the college owned the truck and that the fees would pay for the vehicle.

BRIDGET STECHER, another council member, said that the council is investigating the possibility of converting the dirt area between the Student Center and Webster Hall into a parking lot for small cars and motorcycles.

The proposalwhich the council has submitted to the college includes the installation of a railing on the walk to the quarry, which can be hazardous under icy conditions. Jenny said that the snow will cause an even greater parking hazard because there will be no parking allowed on campus roads and a certain amount of legal spaces will not be usable because of the way in which snow is plowed. Color-coded parking lots have also been proposed to distinguish between certain parking areas in which the color of a sign stating that a certain lot is a faculty lot (for example, would correspond to the lines in that lot. Jenny feels that this would prevent students and faculty from parking in the wrong lot.

THE COUNCIL has asked the college to mail parking regulations to students.

ELECTION TIME-The failure of 30% of the student body to vote in the last SGA election resulted in the failure of the referendum questions, for which the percentage is required.

The registrar's office has announced that pre-registration material for Winter Session, 1974, will be available from Nov. 27, noon, to Nov. 30 in the registrar's office in College Hall, in the department offices, in the counselors offices and at the Student Center information desk. Registration for the season will be held in Buildings A and B of the Student Center on Thurs., Nov. 29, for seniors only, from 9 am to noon and from 1-4 pm. Registration will be held on Fri., Nov. 30 for juniors only, on Mon., Dec. 3 for sophomores only and on Tues., Dec. 4 for freshmen only. The hours on those days will be the same as on the first day.

On Sat., Dec. 1, registration will be held for evening and visiting students from 8 am to noon in Lief Hall cafeteria.

By Joan Petti

Despite the recent flood of martial arts films which seem to point to the contrary, the art of Karate teaches non-violence, according the Betty Ann O'Keefe, treasurer of MSC's Koeikan Karate Club.

"Before I use the techniques I have learned, I would try to walk away from a physical confrontation. We do not want or look for trouble, and if possible we try to avoid it," O'Keefe explained.

She went on to say that "only in a matter of life or death or defense of my principles would I use my knowledge and ability to defend myself."

The Koeikan Karate Club recently became the first self-defense organization of its type to receive a Class II charter from the SGA. Koeikan is Japanese for "prosper with happiness." It is the name of the particular style of Karate studied by the MSC group; O'Keefe said.

KOEIKAN KARATE was founded in the mid-fifties by "Sensei" Eizo Onishi, who holds the highest rank possible in this art, a 10th degree black belt. The MSC advisor, Ed Katsuda, is also called "Sensei," a Japanese title meaning "master." Karate was studied under Onishi and is recognized as the second-ranking expert in Koeikan Karate in the world, noted O'Keefe. He holds a sixth degree black belt.

Barbara Chelko, a green belt and secretary of the club, remarked, "Karate is strictly a defensive sport in which one is taught to utilize the opponent's strength. The word "Karate" itself means 'empty hands.'" O'Keefe explained the three principles of the sport. "They are to utilize the opponent's strength, gentleness and to give the way." To give the way means to move from the opponent's direct line of motion without retaliation, she clarified.

In addition to its participation in tournaments, the Koeikan Karate Club also holds demonstrations of its art, O'Keefe told of a demonstration held at a Little Falls nursing home in conjunction with activities of the Newman Community.

The club now boasts approximately 135 members. The group officially meets on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 8:10 pm in Panzer gymnasium.

KARATE: A Lesson In Non-Violence
Anne Klein

Women Not Taken Seriously In Politics

By Barbara Buono

Assemblieswoman Anne Klein seems undaunted by the sparsity of the audience that turned out to hear her speak on the topic of "Women in Politics." Informally organizing the small group into a circle around her, she proceeded to point out that the biggest problem women face in entering the field of politics is that "we simply aren't taken seriously."

In Klein's rather extended speech, Klein remarked, "As far as politics are concerned, women aren't anybody." She said that being a woman is a handicap in politics because people tend not to regard women seriously and simply write you off.

KLEIN STATED that as a result of this air of indifference, when a woman attempts to run for an elected office she can't receive proper news coverage and the subsequent support and funds needed to run a successful campaign.

She cited her experience of attempting to secure the Democratic nomination for governor as an example of the nonchalance exhibited when a woman runs for office. She said that no one would seriously consider her as a viable candidate, even though her performance in the Legislature attested to her capabilities.

Klein found during her gubernatorial campaigning that "The people are not as prejudiced as the power structure." She related the popular joke circulating among her colleagues, which was taking whether to call her "governor or governess." THE ASSEMBLYWOMAN explained that if a "safe seat" situation exists, in which it is known which party is likely to win a particular seat, that the party will not even consider a woman as a possible candidate. However, she continued, if a party is likely to lose that seat they will at least "consider" a woman to run.

Her case in point was when she ran on the Democratic ticket in a traditionally solid Republican district for representative of Morris County. She said the fact that she won was a rare exception and that she was considered an "oddball."

Klein said that she received a lot of attention from the news media after taking office. However, she felt that the publicity she received was negative in that her "credibility" constantly had to be established.

INSTEAD OF stressing the fact that she was the first Democrat to win a seat in the State Legislature for many years, she stated that the headline of many papers read "Grandmother Wins District in Morris County." She felt that this was another reflection of the anti-women bias in politics.

Klein suggested that women interested in entering the field of politics should join the League of Women Voters. A former League member and president, she said that the organization acts as a training ground and provides an essential education of numerous skills, such as organizing and presiding over meetings.

By Alice Hartman

The problems of women writers will be the subject of the forthcoming Women Writers Conference at MSC. The two-hour conference, sponsored jointly by the English department and the School of Humanities, will be held on Fri., Nov. 2 at 1:30 p.m. in Ballroom B of the Student Center.

"The importance and significance of women writers is frequently misunderstood," said Carol B. Stone, assistant professor of English. Interviewed in her office, the busy coordinator and panelist of the conference. "We want to place these writers," Stone said explaining why these particular artists were chosen for discussion.

Featured in the conference is a poetry reading by Diane Wakoski, poet-in-residence of the University of Virginia, recently returned from a trip to Greece. Wakoski is currently residing in New York. Some of her published volumes of poetry include: "The Motorcyclist Betrayal Poems," "Inside the Blood Factory" and "Coins and Coffins."
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Students Open Passaic Spanish Center

By Janet Engel

MSC has moved into the area of community service with the opening of the Spanish Community Center in Passaic. The center will offer tutoring, counseling and other services to minority group residents.

The center is located in the heart of the Spanish-speaking community in Passaic, in a rent-free location donated by the Passaic Police Athletic League. It will be staffed by MSC students who have a working knowledge of the Spanish language and are willing to help the residents of the community in the areas of research, counseling, job development, education and interpretation. When the need arises for professional help, the center will also serve as a referral agency.

THE SERVICES provided by the center were formerly provided by students working in various community service agencies, under the direction of the Spanish Community program at MSC. The acute need for a center was felt by the students who had become frustrated in trying to work with existing agencies.

"We feel that we should have our own center," said Ruben Henriquez, one of the students originally involved with the project. "Students have special potential, and they should be allowed freedom of choice in trying to work with community problems," he continued.

Dr. Ana Rambaldo of the Spanish department, who directs the program, sees the center as a means of performing a valuable service for people who need it. She notes that the area in which the center is located is made up of 30% Black residents and 30% Spanish-speaking residents. "The center will provide services for the Spanish community which no one is providing at the present time," she said.

THE IDEA for the center in Passaic first came from Casimir Kowalczyk, an English major from Mexico City. Kowalczyk did research on educational problems of the Spanish community while working at a Newark agency. "I was especially interested in the problems which forced people in the community to leave school early," he said. "I think our center could work with people to help overcome these problems." Dr. Rambaldo stressed the need for an unlimited number of qualified, interested students from all fields of study to participate in the project. She added that because the center is a branch of MSC, students can receive up to nine credits per semester for their work.

MONTCULARION

Wins Fifth All-American

The MONTCULARION has been awarded the All-American rating of the Associated Collegiate Press for the third consecutive semester. The rating, the association’s highest, was based on issues from the spring semester, 1972-73. Only about 30% of the 3000 publications judged by the association receive that rating. The MONTCULARION has earned five All-American ratings since 1970.

IN HIS comments, the association judge commented that the "MONTCULARION always does a good job—this was no exception." He praised the paper as being "professional in content—high in writing and it looks like an All-American." News stories were described as "objective, to the point," with "in-depth and creative" coverage. Feature content was termed "interesting and informative.

The association rates publications on coverage and content, writing and editing, editorial leadership, physical appearance and photography. The MONTCULARION received four of a possible five "Marks of Distinction" in those categories. Those marks are given for "unusually high quality and especially creative or distinctly lively, appealing work."

The Associated Collegiate Press has been evaluating college papers throughout the nation since 1921. It is based at the University of Minnesota/Minneapolis.
W. D. Dickson explained. "We must better relations with Little Falls, then and our students," he continued. Dickson pointed out that many of the residents equated a sanitary landfill with "a garbage dump." He explained that unlike a garbage dump, once the garbage is deposited in the area it is unceremoniously covered with several inches of fill dirt. As a result, there are very few of the unpleasantnesses, such as odor and vermin, associated with waste disposal.

Another sore spot between MSC and the town has been the proposed expansion of dorm facilities in the Clove Road area of Little Falls. The project has met with strong opposition from the citizens because of the increased tax burden and the concentration of students in a previously quiet residential area.

RESPONSIBILITY
"We must convince them that a school we have a responsibility to provide more dorm area for students," Dickson emphasized. "The question has been raised, 'why don't we build elsewhere?'" Dickson pointed out that there is no other area, either on or adjacent to the campus, where it would be economically feasible to build the proposed dorms.

"Our living areas are high enough as it is. We can't afford to raise these fees - neither do we have rich students," remarked Dickson.

The proposed construction also raises the problem of the disposal of the raw sewage from the dorms.

A ban on new buildings has been placed on Little Falls by the state environmental protection agency because of an already overloaded and inadequate treatment system. Approximate costs of expanding the present facilities to handle the future probable growth would be borne by the taxpayers of Little Falls and the town of Montclair. With the present and future expansion, there must be an increased awareness of Little Falls officials and MSC college community, he continued.

SERVICE
MSC President Dickson said that unless the college has some function, he believes that the students will not have a sense of themselves as part of the MSC community. Dickson emphasized that if there were no greater cause than itself. However, as an institution serving the entire state, we must consider the benefit to a larger scale." Dickson forcefully explained. "I think we could have done a better job in handling these problems," conceded Dickson. He pointed out that not only the past primary focus of MSC has been into the town of Montclair. With the present and future expansion, there must be an increased awareness of Little Falls officials and MSC college community, he continued.

The college has a definite public service function, he said. Dickson expressed his satisfaction with the results that have been obtained through the cooperation of the college and the municipal department in making MSC facilities available to the citizens. Anything that can put the college community in direct contact with its neighbors can have a positive result, Dickson concluded.

"As there is more interaction, the people of Little Falls will see that they have a fine state college in MSC, and it is in their interest, he explained. "There will always be problems, if not for the different interests of critical minds of youth. No one likes critical people, especially if they are comfortable. Now they may find the questioning minds of youth abrasive, but I think we can work things out," Dickson stated optimistically.

He added, "I don't despair."

MSC, long known for being the last bastion of quality education among New Jersey state colleges, is undergoing a renewed surge of activism which can only be considered desirable and healthy.

This year's SGA, for example, is filled to capacity with legislators for finite terms. At least partial credit for this must go to its new president who has instilled a sense of optimism and eminent power in those students he has come in contact with.

"Perhaps more important than the packed SGA, MSC is playing a vital role in the coming struggle for improved social conditions. The Student for Reform and Action is responsible for what little political activism was present here last year, but has now been joined by other organizations in their campaign. Two of the projects they are currently working on take place this coming week.

On Tues., Nov. 6, in the Student Center, a Teach-in on Racism will be held. Similar to an earlier event, there will be one held last year, it will include workshops, panel discussions and seminars on racism and its manifestations in one week. The event is sponsored by the African-American and Hispanic groups on campus.

Thirdly, MSC has met the problems of the state last week, problems which are currently involved in take place in the Student Center.

These groups, on campus. On Tues., Nov. 6, at 8 p.m. in the Student Center, with all proceeds going to the African American and Hispanic groups on campus.

One of the topics which will be discussed at the Teach-in will be the human family which has broken out in West Africa and parts of Ethiopia. These topics will be the focus of the Teach-in, which will run from 9 to 5 p.m. in the Student Center.

To aid in this relief effort, a dinner-dance will be held on Sat., Nov. 10, at 8 p.m. in the Student Center, with all proceeds going to the African American and Hispanic groups on campus.

The program will feature a dinner of African food to be followed by a show of African musicians and dancers. Tickets are $8 for students and $10 for faculty members, and can be purchased at the Chaplins' Office, 4th floor, Student Center.
Race Slowly Ends

With the gubernatorial race nearing conclusion, there is little tension in the air as to who will be the victor. Brendan Byrne, the fair-haired child of the liberals seems slated to gallop away and the conservative republican. It is surprising that the Republican party did not choose a more personable and less ultra-conservative candidate than Sandman. They had an uphill battle and the fair-haired child of the liberals seems slated to gallop away.

The proposal to eliminate the 30% quota of student population needed in order to pass a SGA referendum is a good one. As past performance has shown, it is near impossible to get that many students to vote in the SGA elections. Many worthwhile changes and needed programs have been abandoned because enough people did not vote. The people who wish to make constructive change should not be penalized by student apathy.

The proposal to eliminate the 30% quota of student population needed in order to pass a SGA referendum is a good one. As past performance has shown, it is near impossible to get that many students to vote in the SGA elections. Many worthwhile changes and needed programs have been abandoned because enough people did not vote. The people who wish to make constructive change should not be penalized by student apathy.

The proposal to eliminate the 30% quota of student population needed in order to pass a SGA referendum is a good one. As past performance has shown, it is near impossible to get that many students to vote in the SGA elections. Many worthwhile changes and needed programs have been abandoned because enough people did not vote. The people who wish to make constructive change should not be penalized by student apathy.

To the Editor:
On behalf of the student senators as well as all the students of the School of Social and Behavioral Sciences, I would like to express my sincere congratulations to the students who recently re-organized the School of Social and Behavioral Sciences. An All-School Evaluation of the school as well as the short term and the long range goals of the institution are to be presented to the senate and the faculty. The Budget, Finances, and Facilities Committee has been re-established with the goal of determining the long range goals of the school as well as the short term goals such as the improvement of room assignments for the social sciences. An All-school Evaluation of Faculty proposal is currently being drawn up by the student senators of SSBS, to be presented to the senate on Nov. 20 and then to the school as a whole.

The student senators rarely have the glory or fame of the m e m b e r s of m a n y o t h e r organizations on campus, yet we work just as hard. Such a critical attitude by this newspaper without having first researched the area is disappointing and can only serve to dampen the enthusiasm of new senators.

Elyse A. McColgan, Senator Vice President, School of Social and Behavioral Sciences.

To the Editor:
Socialism and communism claim that racism is a byproduct of capitalist society and that it is impossible in countries with collective ownership. Reality does not support this simplistic statement: racism does exist in the Soviet Union, nearly three generations after their revolution took place.

Jewish students have joined the revolution to fight racism, and they were told that national minorities would flourish after the revolution, that each ethnic group would be able to determine its destiny, that social prejudices would be replaced by relations based on mutual respect.

The portrayal of the homosexual in such a manner is not an uncommon one. Unfortunately, it is one of the conditions our society endures. We must not treat homosexuality. Is it not the gay community itself? Such stereotyped characters can only hinder the gay community in achieving equality.
Brendan T. Byrne, a former New Jersey Superior Court Judge, is the Democratic gubernatorial candidate in next week’s election.

According to a research aide at the Union City Democratic Headquarters, Byrne is running for governor because "the Byrne era was 1970. He believed the New Jersey judicial system is not being run the way it should be and this greatly contrasts what Byrne believes in and has worked for."

Byrne has a 22 year history with this state’s judicial system.

AFTER SERVING as a squadron navigator with the Army Air Corps during World War II, he attended Princeton University School of Public and International Affairs, graduating in 1949. He received his law degree from Harvard University and was admitted to the bar in 1951.

The Democratic candidate began practicing law with the Newark firm of John W. McGrother Jr. after he had served his legal clerkship with Judge Joseph Weintraub, who recently retired as Chief Justice of the New Jersey Supreme Court. He later joined the East Orange law firm of Teltzer and Greenbaum.

Byrne was appointed as an assistant counsel to Governor Robert B. Meyner in October 1955. He was named Meyner’s executive secretary in June 1956.

At the age of 34, he was appointed by Meyner as Deputy Attorney General in charge of the Essex County Prosecutor’s office. In July 1969 he was named by the governor to a full five year term as Essex Prosecutor.

He was reappointed to a second term in 1964 by Governor Richard J. Hughes.

WHILE PROSECUTOR, Byrne served as president of the County Prosecutor’s Association of New Jersey and as a vice-president of the National District Attorneys Association.

Byrne was named president of the New Jersey State Board of Public Utility Commissioners by Hughes in 1968, which he stayed on until his appointment to the State Superior Court by Governor William T. Cahill in 1970. He became a judge for Morris, Sussex and Warren Counties in 1972.

A Democratic Party aide described Byrne as "sincere, hard working and well read."

Byrne feels that Watergate and corruption in government will not be an issue in the election except for a "small number of intelligent, informed voters" but definitely not the "rank and file" registered Republicans.

Walker said that corruption issues would affect the voter turnout, not the way people would vote. In her opinion many residents of this state think with some justification that the whole business (government) is corrupt anyway.

Is corruption a factor in the current race? ADAMS SAYS NO, but "the Byrne camp would like to believe that there is an extremely efficient prosecutor in Byrne and would probably gear their campaign to an area of fighting corruption."

The Byrne camp would probably use a "Sandman is a Republican and Watergate is due to Republicans" type of campaign slogan, but Kirkeby conceded that though corruption in government is not a "direct issue, Byrne’s campaign has shifted emphasizing his Byrne’s honesty and integrity."

The Byrne campaign apparently seems to be taking advantage of voters’ attitudes with regard to Watergate with subtle references of Byrne’s honesty, epitomized by the Byrne slogan, "We couldn’t be bought."
By Bill Gibson and Patricia Merozzarella

The Nov. 6 gubernatorial election draws near, it appears that Brendan Byrne has won widespread support from both students and administrators alike while Charles Sandman has become a "conservative villain."

"Brendan Byrne has shown that he would be willing to do things for higher education that we feel need doing in order to improve the state's system of higher education," explained Dr. James Forcina, executive vice-president of Trenton State College. "Sandman, on the other hand, has yet to express himself on this matter." He continued. "For all he's said, it's hard to tell exactly where he stands."

ANGELO GENOVA, MSC SGA president and spokesman for the New Jersey Student Association, explained that Sandman, because of his conservative leanings, will probably be in favor of maintaining tight control and willing to sacrifice academics in order to save money.

Byrne, according to Genova, is a strong advocate of autonomy for the state colleges. "There is a question of whether he will be willing to sacrifice some of his personnel who are advocates of centralization in order to strengthen the autonomy. My hope is that Byrne, if elected, will choose to move in the direction of maximum autonomy for the colleges," Genova expressed.

Dean Julian Robinson, Jersey City State dean of student affairs, showed concern over the possible election of Sandman. "He is very conservative and in all probability highest education would regress under him," Robinson said.

WHAT IS involved is the fact that the Republican platform returns the structure of higher education to the former structure when a single cabinet member represents the entire field of education," pointed out Dr. Irwin T. Gawley, MSC vice-president of academic affairs.

The feelings of New Jersey voters and the stand each gubernatorial candidate takes on the issues of this year's race will decide who gets the governor's seat.

Just as Republican candidate Rep. Charles W. Sandman used the investigations of Gov. William T. Cahill's administration for ammunition in his primary bid, that same issue of corruption in government could also be used against him by the other camp.

HOWEVER, both candidates tend to feel that there are more important issues in this election than corruption and their campaigns are being geared to those key issues.

As issue that has apparently received the most impetus from both camps is the income tax question. Sandman has called it the "real gut issue." Both candidates have taken the position that this state does not need an income tax. Sandman went so far as to say that the ever-rising property tax is also an issue. It appears he would work to end the property tax as well.

Sandman has ranked crime as the second most important issue. Both have said that they favor the establishment of community-based inmates in urban areas. Both feel that prisoners could get vocational training as well as act on the job before re-entering society. It seems that Sandman has more far-reaching changes for the prison system as opposed to Democratic candidate Brendan T. Byrne's low key standing on the corrections system.

With regard to higher education, Sandman has said that he favors a restructuring of New Jersey's education system in which a single department would be created by merging Education and Higher Education departments. Byrne holds that he recognizes legitimate needs of schools and would provide them with continued state support.

HERO AND VILLAIN ROLES

By Rosaena Costi and Gene Moore

The results of Tuesday's gubernatorial elections, regardless of the outcome, will have a great effect on New Jersey college students particularly in the new governor's attitude towards higher education.

Two students, at opposite ends of the political spectrum, are doing more than just worrying about the possible outcomes. Fra Rosen, co-ordinator of the Montclair State Students for Byrne Organization and Joseph Vitale, chairman of the Students for Sandman Committee, are organizing activities in support of their candidates.

Rosen explained, "Sandman is anti-youth, anti-majority and anti-woman. This conservative stand would be a bad effect on the student voter and on the rest of the state."

He emphasized that "New Jersey is a conservative state but the people are looking at Sandman as reactionary, while they see Byrne as an honest man."

Rosen believes the Byrne appeal to students is that "he is a strong environmentalist, he is honest, he never held public office and he has experience dealing with people rather than with politicians."

THE BYRNE campaign, stated Rosen, is focused on campus since he believes the democratic candidate has a significant margin of victory. He mentioned his staff of approximately 30 will concentrate their efforts in the Essex County area.

Vitale has met with the same situation at his end of the campaign.

Charles Forcina, executive vice-president of the Students for Sandman Committee, are organizing activities in support of their candidates. As issue that has apparently received the most impetus from both camps is the income tax question. Sandman has called it the "real gut issue." Both candidates have taken the position that this state does not need an income tax. Sandman went so far as to say that the ever-rising property tax is also an issue. It appears he would work to end the property tax as well.

Sandman has ranked crime as the second most important issue. Both have said that they favor the establishment of community-based inmates in urban areas. Both feel that prisoners could get vocational training as well as act on the job before re-entering society. It seems that Sandman has more far-reaching changes for the prison system as opposed to Democratic candidate Brendan T. Byrne's low key standing on the corrections system.

With regard to higher education, Sandman has said that he favors a restructuring of New Jersey's education system in which a single department would be created by merging Education and Higher Education departments. Byrne holds that he recognizes legitimate needs of schools and would provide them with continued state support.

Campaigning

MSC Style

By Rosaena Costi and Gene Moore

The reasons Tuesday's gubernatorial elections, regardless of the outcome, will have a great effect on New Jersey college students particularly in the new governor's attitude towards higher education.

Two students, at opposite ends of the political spectrum, are doing more than just worrying about the possible outcomes. Fra Rosen, co-ordinator of the Montclair State Students for Byrne Organization and Joseph Vitale, chairman of the Students for Sandman Committee, are organizing activities in support of their candidates.

Rosen explained, "Sandman is anti-youth, anti-majority and anti-woman. This conservative stand would be a bad effect on the student voter and on the rest of the state."

He emphasized that "New Jersey is a conservative state but the people are looking at Sandman as reactionary, while they see Byrne as an honest man."

Rosen believes the Byrne appeal to students is that "he is a strong environmentalist, he is honest, he never held public office and he has experience dealing with people rather than with politicians."

THE BYRNE campaign, stated Rosen, is focused on campus since he believes the democratic candidate has a significant margin of victory. He mentioned his staff of approximately 30 will concentrate their efforts in the Essex County area.

Vitale has met with the same situation at his end of the campaign.

The feelings of New Jersey voters and the stand each gubernatorial candidate takes on the issues of this year's race will decide who gets the governor's seat.

Just as Republican candidate Rep. Charles W. Sandman used the investigations of Gov. William T. Cahill's administration for ammunition in his primary bid, that same issue of corruption in government could also be used against him by the other camp. However, both candidates tend to feel that there are more important issues in this election than corruption and their campaigns are being geared to those key issues.

As issue that has apparently received the most impetus from both camps is the income tax question. Sandman has called it the "real gut issue." Both candidates have taken the position that this state does not need an income tax. Sandman went so far as to say that the ever-rising property tax is also an issue. It appears he would work to end the property tax as well.

Sandman has ranked crime as the second most important issue. Both have said that they favor the establishment of community-based inmates in urban areas. Both feel that prisoners could get vocational training as well as act on the job before re-entering society. It seems that Sandman has more far-reaching changes for the prison system as opposed to Democratic candidate Brendan T. Byrne's low key standing on the corrections system.

With regard to higher education, Sandman has said that he favors a restructuring of New Jersey's education system in which a single department would be created by merging Education and Higher Education departments. Byrne holds that he recognizes legitimate needs of schools and would provide them with continued state support.
**music notes**

Percussionist Terry Dite, student of William Lavarek, will be presented in his senior recital on Tues., Nov. 6, at 8:15 pm at McEachern Recital Hall. The recitalist will be assisted on the program by pianist Thomas M. Baldwin of Linden.

Dues will play works written originally for percussion by Anthony Crane, Morris Goldberg, and Paul Creston as well as arrangements of works for other instruments — Summer, Summer — from "Fiddler on the Roof" and Fritz Kreisler's famous "Caprice Viennois" both arranged for marimba.

**FLUTE FEATURED**

Flutist Debra Thomson will be presented in her senior recital on November 8 at 8 pm at McEachern Recital Hall. Thomson will be assisted on her program by classmates pianist Janet Priesing, Weinreich has also studied with Mrs. Dora Berger of Passaic and presently is a student of Dorothy Gaubert, Debussy, Varese, and Varèse.

**CONTRASTING SUBTLETIES**

Flutist Debra Thomson will be assisted on her recital on Fri., Nov. 9 at 8 pm at McEachern Recital Hall. Currently a student of Dorothy Gaubert, Weinreich has also studied with Mrs. Dora Berger of Passaic and presently is a student of Dorothy Gaubert.

**FLUTE FEATURED**

Flutist Debra Thomson will be presented in her senior recital on November 8 at 8 pm at McEachern Recital Hall. Thomson will be assisted on her program by classmates pianist Janet Priesing, Weinreich has also studied with Mrs. Dora Berger of Passaic and presently is a student of Dorothy Gaubert.

**CONTRASTING SUBTLETIES**

Flutist Debra Thomson will be assisted on her recital on Fri., Nov. 9 at 8 pm at McEachern Recital Hall. Currently a student of Dorothy Gaubert, Weinreich has also studied with Mrs. Dora Berger of Passaic and presently is a student of Dorothy Gaubert.

**Pianist To Play**

Vladimir Ashkenazy, described by some as "the greatest living pianist of his generation," will be presented in a recital on Mon., Dec. 10, at 8 pm in Memorial Auditorium. Student tickets are $2.50 and $1.50. In his recital, Ashkenazy will feature works by Beethoven, Chopin and Rachmaninov.

Ashkenazy started the music world in 1958 when, at the age of 19, he took first prize in the highly competitive Queen Elizabeth Competition in Brussels. Since then he has been in constant demand worldwide for concerts. In addition to his concerts, he maintains a heavy recording schedule, adding constantly to his list of bestselling albums.

**Judy Collins**

Tickets $4.00-S G A $5.00

**Sunday, Nov. 18**

6:00 and 8:00 PM

An Evening With

Judy Collins

Tickets $4.00-S G A $5.00
Caution, Variety Keys to '73 Concerts

By Maureen Garde

Al Mercuro doesn't look like a rock entrepreneur. As chairman of the CLUB concert committee this year, he's responsible for arranging every detail of the organization's rock and folk-oriented series of concerts, from booking and budget to soup, taxes and sale pop for the performers.

Behind his Student Center office desk in a basic blue-button-down shirt, he shows no trace of the '70's image of the 'holy' show business world he brings to Montclair for concerts several times a year. CLUB'S series get off to a bumpy start this fall, says Mercuro. The McGuinn-Chapin concert cost $4,000, a substantial piece of the concert committee's $16,000 budget for 1973-74. A last minute change in dates by Judy Collins wiped out the scheduled Oct. 28 Homecoming weekend concert. Her appearance has been re-scheduled for Nov. 18.

With his hand resting on a "Modern Economic Organization" textbook, Mercuro discussed the routine of scheduling and budgeting the series that can sometimes result in problems with cancelled concerts, disappointing attendance or the inability to book much-sought acts.

"Our three basic limitations in organizing concerts are availability of facilities, availability of performers and money. The combination of these three factors severely limits our options in arranging successful concerts."

"THE ONLY place on campus that can hold a profit-sized audience is Panzer Gym-casualty 2,000. Because athletic events have scheduling priority, we're pretty much limited to Sunday dates for concerts," Mercuro stated.

"Once we know which Sundays we have to work with, we ask around booking agents to see which groups are available on those dates," he continued. "We don't just ask a particular group to play here. Performers arrange tours through booking agents, and so are available only to us at certain limited times."

"The scheduling conflicts with athletic events create flexibility problems. When Judy Collins wanted to shift her scheduled Sunday date in October to Saturday night at the last minute, we had to cancel the concert, and weren't able to get another group for that exact date on short notice. So we had no concert for Homecoming weekend. The closest we could come was the Nov. 4, Poco-Ched Stuart concert."

"WE know which groups are available to us, the next step is to consider finances — how much we can afford to spend on a concert against what size audience a given group can draw, balanced by how much we want to charge for tickets. These considerations must constantly be juggled," he said.

According to Mercuro, the object of the juggling act is to present a series that appeals to the widest segment of students at prices that everyone can afford. "The groups that have the most 'appeal' don't always come at the right price," he continued, "which we feel is $5 or less per ticket. And with a budget of $16,000 for an entire year we must depend largely on ticket sales to pay for the concerts."

Mercuro calculates that his an average concert can easily cost $14,000-$2,000 for expenses such as lighting, sound equipment and security and $12,000 to the performers. A sell-out crowd of 2,000 for one performance would mean a $7 per ticket charge for the concert to break even. He tries to book performers for two shows in order to cover ticket prices.

"WE MUST remain competitive in price with other campuses and commercial enterprises because almost inevitably, the groups available to us are also being booked elsewhere in the area at the same time," he said.

Mercuro says that although the colleges in the area cooperate informally to avoid overbooking certain groups, commercial competition can create problems for all of them.

"Commercial operations which can pay better fees and have more booking flexibility can frequently sign desirable acts before we get a crack at them. Then they have written into the performer's contracts clauses that limit publicity for dates on campuses in the area within two weeks of the commercial date. So in some instances we are legally prevented from promoting our better ticket prices outside the college community, which can be a handicap," he explained. "I can understand profit-making businesses trying to protect themselves, but it's another limiting factor in our concert planning."

Another option Mercuro discussed was booking superior groups to guarantee sell-out crowds at high prices. He says that students who remember the enormous success of the "Chicago" concerts had a few years ago wonder why so many acts play here more often.

"STARRY-EYED stars could easily sell out shows at stiff ticket prices," he explains, "but the fact is that big groups start at approximately $15,000 and lower upfront from there. Even if we were willing to schedule a blockbuster concert at $8 or more for tickets, chances are they wouldn't be able to play here for what they would consider a small audience, no matter what problem that when we tried to book Paul Simon. He prefers to play to Nassaum Colosseum audiences."

So the committee aims for groups in reasonable prices. However, Mercuro insists, "We've learned from the experience that the financial factor-performer's fees, ticket price and attendance — can only result in a loss on the concert. Such miscalculation resulted in the loss of $4,000 on the McGuinn-Chapin concert, says Mercuro.

What has the loss done to CLUB's plans for the rest of the season?

"WE'LL have to be more cautious than usual," he said, "and perhaps go for a couple of big sure-shot concerts. I'd rather have more concerts at lower prices rather than experiment with a few "mini-concerts" where we'd book lesser-knowns or perhaps some jazz groups. We'd present them in smaller places, and charge only a dollar or two per ticket, to add some variety to the usual rock/folk bills. But now we can afford even less than usual to risk losing money on experiments...it will have to wait until the spring, if we have any money toward the end of the year."

For Mercuro, the heading for each concert isn't over once the acts are signed, or even when the last bow is taken.

"We have to publicize the concert, have tickets printed, rent sound and lighting equipment, arrange for security personnel, get together a crew to set up the gym for the concert and take care of any incidental or exceptional demands by the performers."

"During a concert, things happen fast, and we have to be on the look-out for any kind of trouble. From blown fuses to over-enthusiastic audiences crowding the stage. Once it's all over, the cleanup usually takes until 4 or 5 a.m."

WHAT DOES the harried, hassled committee chairman get out of the unpaid job he does for CLUB?

"I just love the job...in the first place, I've always loved music; it's a kick to see my favorite performers like Harry Chapin or Jim Croce, whose music I admire. It's also good business experience — you even had a few jobs others come my way that I turned down. I'm really interested in going into urban planning than concert managing when I graduate," he declared.
CINA
Presents
Washington Columnist
Jack Anderson
Weds., Nov. 7
8 pm
Student Center
Ballroom
Admission: $1 Or Free With MSC ID Card

Bus Tour Of
Lower Manhattan
Fri., Nov. 9
Cost: $4.50
Leaving: 8 am
Returning: 7 pm

INCLUDES STATUE OF LIBERTY, FRAUNCE'S TAVERN, NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE, FEDERAL HALL MUSEUM, COLONIAL FRIGATES AND FULTON STEAMSHIP.

LIMITED TO THE FIRST 41 PEOPLE WHO PAY. INFORMATION AND APPLICATIONS IN THE CINA OFFICE, FOURTH FLOOR STUDENT CENTER.
The revised schedule is as follows:

**Field • Men's Division II semifinals**
- Titans v. Smokers. 7 pm on the Bohn Hall Field
- Cowboys v. The Men: 8 pm - Division I. (Division II finals will be played Tuesday night)

**Faculty Trio**
- Faculty 2-2
- Rams 3-1
- Raiders 4-0
- 77'ers 0-4
- Faculty Trio: 7-0

**I championships, Phi Lambda Pi v. Epsilon Psi Omega: 9 pm - Division II Coed Division championships, Phi Lambda Pi v. Epsilon Psi Omega: 9 pm - Division II**
- Irondukes v. Something Easy.
- Cowboys v. The Men: 8 pm - Division I
- Titans v. Smokers.
- Titans v. Smokers.
- Cowboys v. The Men: 8 pm - Division I
- Titans v. Smokers.
- Cowboys v. The Men: 8 pm - Division I

**ROUNDBALL CLINICS**
- The men's clinic for high school and college coaches will be held at 2 pm on Sat., Nov. 10. The $10 fee will be charged at the door. Clinics are also held this Saturday from 9 am to 3:30 pm. There is a $5 fee at the door.
- Clinics are also held this Saturday from 9 am to 3:30 pm. There is a $5 fee at the door.
- Clinics are also held this Saturday from 9 am to 3:30 pm. There is a $5 fee at the door.

**SAVE ON THESE FAVORITE NAME BRANDS**
- Panasonic
- Nikko
- Martin
- Concord
- AR
- BSR
- Dynaco
- Miracon
- Technics
- Altec
- Kodak
- Studebaker
- Akai
- BMT
- Northern
- Harman Kardon
- Kraco

**SPECIALS OFFERED TO STUDENTS AND FACULTY FOR LESS THAN THE READER, PER SE**
- $10.00
- $5.00
- $15.00
- $25.00
- $35.00
- $50.00

**Students, Faculty, Staff, Alumni**
- Wholesale Savings
- Select from top brands

**HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCE CENTER**
- 20 Passaic Avenue
- Fairfield, N. J. 07006
- (201) 227-6808
- Branch Showroom
- 73 Lafayette Avenue
- Route 69
- Suffern, N. Y.

**CONVENIENT FINANCING AVAILABLE**
- Complete
- $289.00
- Save on other student favorites
- Tape Recorders
- Compact Refrigerators
- Televisions
- Clock Radios
- Jewelry
- Mini-Washers
- 115 Volt Dryers

**WHOLESALE PRIVILEGE CARD**
- This card entitles the bearer named below to buy appliances, televisions, furniture, bedding, carpeting, watches & jewelry.
- Convenient financing available

**THREE MAN BASKETBALL**
- Three-man teams and for the first time, a faculty team is entered at the start of the schedule.
- Led by IM Director McKinley Boston, a team known as "Faculty" (what else?) is struggling through the early part of the schedule. So far, they sport a 1-2 record with both losses coming against top seeded teams.

**OTHERS ON the roster include Jerry Iox and Bruce Smith, graduate assistants, faculty members Rick Davis, Joe Brunner and Joe Freasen, and assistant freshman football coach, Dick Grey.

The intramurals are a curious blend of school yard basketball and organized play. Played as half court contests, like pickup games in backyards, they are smoothed by the presence of officials.

Games are played in 45 minutes running time or until 20 baskets are scored. Most college rules apply.

**WHILE THE style of play lacks fluidity, half court basketball requires strength rather than speed. Most of the shots are taken within 15 feet and rebounding remains a vital part of the game.

The two division league meets on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday nights in Panzer Gymnasium.**
By Rich Keller

It was another gorgeous October Friday, when a group of young men from Montclair State, Rutgers and West Point intramuried at the Army home town to make new acquaintances and renew old ones.

Clad in sweat suits, they were anxiously awaiting the triangular meet which was about to take place. A YELL: “Ten minutes till starting time,” and the three coaches gather their teams together to give them words of encouragement.

The runners walked to the starting line and stripped down to their silken shorts and porous shirts. Each of them did quick exercises to take their mind off the nervousness building up inside.

BANG! They sprinted from the start, like graceful jungle cats in pursuit of their morning meal, pushing and shoving and elbowing their way ahead of one man and then another.

TEN-FOUR minutes and 32.4 seconds later, Dennis Trujillo, Army Cadet sophomore, crossed the finish line, leaving confidently amid the cheering home crowd.

The Black Knights were surprisingly tough as they filled 12 of the top 22 places. Rutgers grabbed eight and the Indians had to settle for two. The final result was a double loss for MSC: 18-45 to Army and 19-42 to Rutgers.

The top finisher for the Tribe was Joe Konarkowski, who placed fourth in a time of 29:27. "I've been feeling flat the last couple of meets, but I was satisfied today," the MSC co-captain said. "I thought I ran a good race," Konarkowski concluded.

The Indian’s final regular season record is 7-7-1.

Squaws Place Two
On All-College Team

Montclair State placed two field hockey players on the New Atlantic All-College Team this weekend as the Squaws were among 12 schools participating in the New Atlantic Tournament.

Freeman Kim Hamilton made the third team at the right inner spot. Freeman Karen Dahlstrom joins her teammate on the third squad at the center halfback position, even though she had been used by MSC coach Donna Olson as a right halfback.

THE SQUAWS played three games of 30 minutes each on Saturday and Sunday. Besides Hamilton and Dahlstrom, goalie Laura Simon, left halfback Muriel Valenti were tabbed for Sunday action where the women were put into mixed teams.

From this competition, the first, second and third teams were formed. Glassboro State dominated the weekend, placing 19 players on the first team with only one Trenton State player cracking the Glassboro monopoly.

ON SATURDAY, the Squaws lost to Centenary College, 1-0, on a goal scored in the last 50 seconds.

The MSC defense was on over the weekend as they shut out Fairleigh Dickinson University/Madison, 1-0, and played a scoreless tie with Douglass College.

Tim o’Donoghue, who started very strong, ended up finishing a disappointing 6th place (24:37), in the National College and University meet. As a team, however, the Indians were far from disappointing, as they finished first among the NJSCC schools.

Ron Vander Koorn, of Princeton, took first place honors. He led the Tiger squad to an overwhelming victory, as Princeton runners filled six of the top ten places.

As a team, the Indians finished third, behind Princeton and Rutgers, respectively. MSC finished number one versus the three other state colleges, beating William Paterson, Glassboro State and Trenton State colleges all of whom they did not defeat during the regular season.

The first icy gusts of winter had whipped over, through and about the woody Geron Mountain course, as the MSC cross-country squad went through perfunctory rituals, looking ahead with anxious anticipation.

With the first of the post-season meets only 15 minutes away, members of the 16 participating teams jogged about, as visions of trophies danced in their heads.

As the race began, the runners pranced as if dodging the rain-drops which had just begun to fall.

Cheers of encouragement rose, then slowly faded into oblivion as the runners entered the woods and were gone from sight.

Four minutes later, the official results were out and the Indians were proclaimed state college champs.

Keller
Menendez Dams Up Stony Brook

By Hank Gola

Menendez had been restlessly pacing the sidelines for the greater part of MSC's soccer win over Stony Brook, almost wearing a path into the Long Island grass.

The score was tied, the Indians and Stony Brook, almost wearing a path with a great individual effort stole the ball in the middle of the penalty area and booted it into the upper right hand corner of the goal.

The score gave MSC a 2-1 lead and proved to be the deciding goal in the Triller's 3-1 win, raising their record to 5-1-5.

The match had started out nicely for the Indians when they took a 1-0 lead at 6:56 of the first half. Following a direct kick from the midfield, John Tzaczuk gained control of the ball and, with the goalie out of position, headed the spotted sphere twice before it fell into the net.

But after that goal and up until Menendez's heroics, the match became a farce for the MSC coaching staff and a spree for the home-standing Patriots.

Stony Brook started to play an aggressive game, running at the Indians and forcing them to give ground defensively.

While the Patriots got physical, the Indians and Menendez proved to be the deciding factor in the game. It was the mid-way point of the second half and Menendez and his heroics continued. Menendez and Manny Schellscheidt got irritated with the officials.

"I CAN'T understand their interpretation of a dangerous play," said Coach Schellscheidt. "Sure we differenced where I coach," said Menendez.

The score was tied, the Indians and the Patriots.
By Joe Castronovo

The Montclair State football squad once again employed the use of what seems to be an ever-growing pattern Saturday night in their 34-20 loss to Southern Connecticut State.

Actually, the pattern isn't all that complex, and can be readily learned by the average fan with little time or effort. Whenever it is used, the end result always seems to be the same, as its name, the “giving the game away” pattern, implies.

IT CONSISTS of two relatively simple maneuvers, each of which are easily executed and almost sure to work every time. The first is commonly called the fumble. It is carried out (initially by the offense) by merely dropping the ball, preferably into the hands of the opposing defense.

The second maneuver is a bit more complicated and involves the quarterback and any one of the opposing defenders. It is called the interception, and occurs when the former throws the ball to, or near, the latter, enabling him to catch it.

Add to this the lack of a pass rush, which allows the opposing quarterback ample time to take a short nap and still find a receiver downfield, and you have a rough description of the tactics (which were by no means deliberate) occurring in the game under discussion.

PICKING UP the action early in the second period, with MSC ahead, 7-3, after a field goal by SCS's Bruch Wall (37 yard), a 23-yard touchdown sprint by Bob Hermanni (the result of a fumble recovery), and the PAT by Moses Lajterman, we see Indian halfback Franklin Walker successfully fumbling away the ball.

It was recovered by Southern Connecticut's Steve Betz on his own 40-yard line, and led directly to quarterback Tony Jaskot's three yard touchdown run.

Two more Lajterman field goals followed, one from 26 yards out, the other from 47. A one-yard touchdown plunge by SCS's Jeff Castolene made the score, 17-13, in SCS's favor (lack of a pass rush evident in this 44-yard drive).

IN THE fourth period, MSC's quarterback Craig Hugger gave up the ball when he was solidly belted by SCS's Steve Stack at the MSC 23. Joe Racine recovered for SCS at the nine and from there, Jaskot fired a bullet to Paul Comkowyz for the TD. Wall's PAT made it, 24-13.

One minute and three seconds later, Southern Connecticut's Steve Whitman intercepted a Hugger pass and went 12 yards for another score. Wall's kick put the game slightly out of reach, 31-13.

Then, with 3:14 remaining in the game, MSC's Jim Gwathney fumbled, setting up a 32-yard field goal by Wall.

MOTHER NEVER TOLD HER: that you don't flash those Ultra-brights when your side is losing.

WHERE THE ACTION IS: is where the ball is as this group of gridders try to discover who's got it. MSC fumbled too many times on Sprague Field last Saturday night as they handed over the game as well as the ball.

MONTCLAIRION/Greg DiLascio